Valencia 2010

Conference Fees:

- **Full Registration:** (May 16-18) US$595  ($695 after March 31, 2012)
- **Conference Reservations:** Call Barbara Bass or Peggy Rutkowski at 1.317.896.9300 or go to www.insectslimited.com to make your reservations for the conference and workshop. Book your hotel directly with the University Place Hotel (special conference rates are available through March 31).

Hotel Information:

- **Conference Hotel:** University Place Hotel
- **Special Conference Room Rates:** University Place Conference Center & Hotel, 850 West Michigan Street, Indianapolis, IN 46202, tel: 1 (317) 274-3196. Conference room rate: US$139/single, US$159/double before March 31. Each person is responsible for making their own hotel reservations at www.universityplace.iupui.edu. Indy 500 Speedway Museum Dinner for non-registered guests: $80. The University Place Hotel is conveniently located in downtown Indianapolis. It is less than a mile (1.4 km) from the center of the capital city of Indiana. Allow time to enjoy the museums, NCAA Hall of Fame, basketball, restaurants, Circle Mall, NFL Colts’ Stadium, NBA Pacers’ Fieldhouse, the Indy 500 Motor Speedway, and the Indiana rural countryside.

Commercial Stand:

- Tables are available for US$860 for registered companies or organizations that would like to display their products and services in the area directly adjacent to the conference lecture hall.

Airport:

- Indianapolis is serviced by a modern airport, built in 2010, with international connections through New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles, Detroit, Philadelphia, and Minneapolis. The airport is 20 minutes from the conference hotel.

Sponsors:

- If you are interested in sponsoring an event for the conference and workshop there are several opportunities: coffee breaks, lunches, buses, Gala Dinner, speakers, notebooks, buses, conference gift contact Merle Bennett at 1-317-896-9300. Each sponsor and exhibitor will receive maximum exposure before, during, and after each session.

Conference Organizing Committee:

- Dave Mueller, Barbara Bass, Patrick Kelly, Alain Vanryckeghem, Peter Swords, Mary Beth Mueller, Peggy Rutkowski, and Francie Mueller.
Conference Fees:
Full Registration: (May 16-18) US$595   ($695 after March 31, 2012)
Conference Reservations: Call Barbara Bass or Peggy Rutkowski at 1-317-896-9300 or go to www.insectslimited.com to make your reservations for the conference and workshop. Book your hotel directly with the University Place Hotel (special conference rates are available through March 31).

Hotel Information:
Conference Hotel: University Place Hotel
Special Conference Room Rates: University Place Conference Center & Hotel, 850 West Michigan Street, Indianapolis, IN 46202, tel: 1-317-274-3196. Conference room rate: US$139/single, $159/double before March 31. Each person is responsible for making their own hotel reservations at www.universityplace.iupui.edu. Indy 500 Speedway Museum Dinner for non-registered guests: $80. The University Place Hotel is conveniently located in downtown Indianapolis. It is less than a mile (1.4 km) from the center of the capital city of Indiana. Allow time to enjoy the museums, NCAA Hall of Fame, basketball, restaurants, Circle Center Mall, NFL Colt’s Stadium, NBA Pacer’s Fieldhouse, the Indy 500 Motor Speedway, and the Indiana rural countryside.

Commercial Stand: Tables are available for US$80 for registered companies or organizations that would like to display their products and services in the area directly adjacent to the conference lecture hall.
Airport: Indianapolis is serviced by a modern airport, built in 2010, with international connections through New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles, Detroit, Philadelphia, and Minneapolis. The airport is 20 minutes from the conference hotel.
Sponsors: If you are interested in sponsoring an event for the conference and workshop there are several opportunities: coffee breaks, lunches, buses, Gala Dinner, speakers, notebooks, buses, conference gift contact Merle Bennett at 1-317-896-9300. Each sponsor and exhibitor will receive maximum exposure before, during, and after each session.
Conference Organizing Committee: Dave Mueller, Barbara Bass, Patrick Kelly, Alain VanRyckeghem, Peter Swords, Mary Beth Mueller, Peggy Rutkowski, and Francie Mueller.
The theme for the 10th Fumigants & Pheromones Conference is “Pest Management Around the World.” This conference will feature new and practical applications of pest management with a hands-on workshop with field demonstrations. Each speaker has been carefully selected to offer an international perspective on how we protect our food, grain, structures, wood, and fiber from pests. The keynote speaker is Dr. Gebisa Ejeta, World Food Prize Laureate, from Purdue University. It is an honor to have Dr. Ejeta explain how his research has reduced hunger in marginal growing regions in the world. Speakers from Africa, Europe, and North America will tell how they perform their jobs under varied conditions and regulations.

Throughout the past twenty years, this conference has followed the guiding principal of “Sharing through Education.” The 2012 version will be no different. Since our first conference in Lübeck, Germany in 1993, we have had over 2400 attendees from 60 countries attend this stored product protection conference. In Valencia in 2010 pest management on agricultural crops was recognized for their financial support. The conference website. All sponsors will be recognized for their financial support. The conference depends on the help we receive from our sponsors. If you would be interested in being a sponsor, you can contact the organizers or visit the conference website. All sponsors will be recognized for their financial support.

Conference Location:
A poster display on pest management will be available to commercial groups and university scientists wanting to explain their products and research. This is an excellent opportunity to learn directly from the poster authors in a relaxed setting. New products are often launched at this conference. Contact the organizers or visit www.insectslimited.com for more information.

Day 1

Dr. Gebisa Ejeta
Purdue University, USA/IFDC
Food Security Around the World

Dr. Michael Doyle
University of Georgia
Center for Food Safety, USA
The Changing Dynamics of the US Food Supply and Major Food Safety Implications

David Mueller, BCE
Insects Limited, Inc.
Indianapolis, IN USA
Reducing Customer Complaints in Stored Products

Dr. Darka Hanul
Croatian Centre for Agriculture Food and Insects, Zagreb, Croatia
How to Enhance Survival Without Methyl Bromide?

Dr. Paul Fields
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
Milton, Canada
Pest Management on Stored Products in Canada

Dr. Diederon Baributsa
Purdue University, Nigeria
The Bill and Melinda Gates Grant for Food Storage in Western Africa

Dr. Dave Barnawew
AgraSciences Global RSGA Regulatory Leader for Fumigants, Indianapolis, IN USA
Status of ProFume® Gas Fumigant: Regulatory and Label Updates

Kim Kemp
Director of a Food Safety Nestlé Purina, St. Louis, MO USA
Protecting a Brand

Day 2

Dr. Bobby Cerrigan
President, RC Consulting, USA
What I Have Learned from the Rodents in New York City

Keith Delport
Delport Fumigation Company
Managing Director, Harare, Zimbabwe
Pest Management Experiences in Central Africa

Vuolle Setiloundas
Managing Director, AgroClipennon, Thessaloniki Greece
Heat Treatment and Controlled Atmosphere Treatments in Europe

Alain Van Byckegheem, BCE
Technical Director, Insects Limited, Inc., USA
The Dirty Dozen: Stored Product Insect Biology and Identification

August Barullota
Managing Director, Estudio Ingeniero Infurionio Barrutia, Argentina
Integrated Pest Management of Mites in Seeds

Day 3

Fumigants & Pheromones Workshop
Buses will leave at 9:00am from the University Place Hotel

ULD Fogg Demonstration
Dennis Rosolbush, Curtis Dyna-Fog Ltd.

Sebastian Barutia, Estudio Ingeniero Barrutia

Bar Coding Demonstration
Josh Wilhelm, Fumigation Service & Supply

Todd Wilhelm, Fumigation Service & Supply

Pheromone Demonstration
Patrick Kelley, ACE, Insects Limited

Alain Vanbysscheghem, BCE

Pete Mueller, Fumigation Service & Supply

Ryan Yutzy, Fumigation Service & Supply

Corey Kirby, Fumigation Service & Supply

ProFume® Gas Fumigant Demonstration
Marty Mongan, AgraSciences LLP

Jeff Wyman, Fumigation Service & Supply

Curt Lilleodden, Fumigation Service & Supply

New Safety Regulations & Gas Monitoring Equipment Demonstration
Jeff Meadow, Fumigation Service & Supply

Ryan Yutzy, Fumigation Service & Supply

Gala Dinner
Wednesday, May 16

We visit the famous Indianapolis 500 Motor Speedway and Hall of Fame Museum, food and open bar. Gift Shop will be open, narrated tour around the track and a stop at the Indy 500 Speedway finish line bricks. Buses provided.

Dr. Gebisa Ejeta, 2009 World Food Prize Laureate

The month of May is special in Indianapolis. The Indianapolis 500 automobile race attracts people from all corners of the world. This conference was purposely positioned to allow the attendees to spend time at the Famous Indianapolis Speedway to observe the magic of open wheeled racing at over 300 MPH (480 KPH) on a 2.5 mile oval track. Bat pits that change four tires and fill the tanks in less than 7 seconds, of 300 thousand fans gathered to celebrate spring time in Indiana. The Indy is the Greatest Spectacle in Racing. A special conference Gala dinner will be held in the middle of the Indianapolis Raceway at the Indianapolis 500 Museum. Here you will relive the one hundred years of history of the Indy 500.
Day 1

Dr. Gebisa Ejeta
Purdue University, USA
Food Security Around the World

Dr. Michael Doyle
University of Georgia
Center for Food Safety, USA
The Changing Dynamics of the US Food Supply and Major Food Safety Implications

David Mueller, BCE
Insects Limited, Inc.
Indianapolis, IN USA
Reducing Customer Complaints in Stored Products

Dr. Darra Hamel
Canadian Centre for Agriculture Food and Rural Affairs
Zagreb, Croatia
How is Europe Surviving without Methyl Bromide?

Dr. Paul Fields
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
Winnipeg, Canada
Pest Management on Stored Products in Canada

Dr. Diederio Baributsa
Purdue University, Nigeria
The Bill and Melinda Gates Grant for Food Storage in Western Africa

Dr. Dave Barnakew
Dow AgroSciences
Global ESA Regulatory Leader for Fumigants, Indianapolis, IN USA
Status of ProFume® Gas Fumigant: Regulatory and Label Updates

Kim Kemp
Director of Food Safety
Nestle Purina, St. Louis, MO USA
Protecting a Brand

Day 2

Dr. Bobby Corrigan
President, RC Consulting, USA
What I Have Learned from the Rodents in New York City

Keith Delport
Export Fumigation Company
Managing Director, Harare, Zimbabwe
Pest Management Experiences in Central Africa

Vassilis Setionoudas
Managing Director
AgricopCom, Thessaloniki Greece
Heat Treatment and Controlled Atmosphere Treatments in Europe

Alain VanBuyskoghe, BCE
Technical Director
Insects Limited, Inc., USA
The Dirty Dozen: Stored Product Insect Biology and Identification

Agustín Baraltí
Managing Director
Estudio Ingeniero Ingeniero Ingeniero Barrutia, Argentina
Integrated Pest Management of Mites in Seeds

David Lüsca
ICB Pharma, Krakow Poland
Advancements in Pest Management in Central Europe

Announcement of the location of the 11th Fumigants & Pheromones Conference

Day 3

Fumigants & Pheromones Workshop
Buses will leave at 9:00am from the University Place Hotel

ULF Fogging Demonstration
Dennis Roudebush, Curtis Dyna Fog Ltd.
Sebastian Barrutia, Estudio Ingeniero Barrutia

Barrier Coding Demonstration
Josh Wilhelm, Fumigation Service & Supply
Todd Wilhelm, Fumigation Service & Supply

Pheromone Demonstration
Patrick Kelley, ACE, Insects Limited
Alain VanBuyskoghe, BCE
Peté Sauvends, PharmaChem, Insects Limited

Grain Bin Fumigation & Safety Demonstration
Peté Mueller, Fumigation Service & Supply
Ryan Yutzy, Fumigation Service & Supply
Corey Kirby, Fumigation Service & Supply

ProFume® Gas Fumigant Demonstration
Marly Morgan, Dow AgroSciences LLP
Jeff Waggomme, Fumigation Service & Supply
Curt Lilleoedden, Fumigation Service & Supply

New Safety Regulations & Gas Monitoring Equipment Demonstration
Jeff Moonhead, Fumigation Service & Supply
Ryan Yutzy, Fumigation Service & Supply

Conference Location:
A poster display on pest management will be available to commercial groups and university scientists wanting to explain their products and research. This is an excellent opportunity to learn directly from the poster author in a relaxed setting. New products are often launched at this conference. Contact the organizers or www.insectslimited.com for more information.

Sponsors:
The organizers are actively seeking sponsors to help support this conference. The quality of any conference depends on the help we receive from our sponsors. If you would be interested in being a part of this event contact the organizers or go to the conference website. All sponsors will be recognized for their financial support.

The theme for the 10th Fumigants & Pheromones Conference is "Pest Management Around the World." This conference will feature new and practical applications of pest management with a hands-on workshop with field demonstrations. Each speaker has been carefully selected to offer an international perspective on how we protect our food, grain, structures, wood, and fiber from pests. The keynote speaker is Dr. Gebisa Ejeta, World Food Prize Laureate, from Purdue University. It is an honor to have Dr. Ejeta explain how his research has reduced hunger in marginal growing regions in the world. Speakers from Africa, Europe, and North America will tell how they perform their jobs under varied conditions and regulations.

Throughout the past twenty years, this conference has followed the guiding principal of “Sharing through Education.” The 2012 session will be no different. Since our first conference in Lübeck, Germany in 1993, we have had over 2400 attendees from 60 countries attend this stored product protection conference. In Valencia in 2010 pest conference in Lübeck, Germany in 1993, we have had over 2400 attendees from 60 countries. Throughout the past twenty years, this conference has followed the guiding principal of “Sharing through Education.” The 2012 session will be no different. Since our first conference in Lübeck, Germany in 1993, we have had over 2400 attendees from 60 countries attend this stored product protection conference. In Valencia in 2010 pest conference in Lübeck, Germany in 1993, we have had over 2400 attendees from 60 countries.
The theme for the 10th Fumigants & Pheromones Conference is "Pest Management Around the World." This conference will feature new and practical applications of pest management with a hands-on workshop with field demonstrations. Each speaker has been carefully selected to offer an international perspective on how we protect our food, grain, structures, wood, and fiber from pests. The keynote speaker is Dr. Gebsa Ejeta, World Food Prize Laureate, from Purdue University. It is an honor to have Dr. Ejeta explain how his research has reduced hunger in marginal growing regions in the world. Speakers from Africa, Europe, and North America will tell how they perform their jobs under varied conditions and regulations.

Throughout the past twenty years, this conference has followed the guiding principal of "Sharing through Education." This year’s version will be no different. Since our first conference in Lübeck, Germany, in 1993, we have had over 2400 attendees from 60 countries attend this stored product protection conference. In Venice in 2010 pest managers from 44 countries participated. They came to learn and share their ideas and knowledge.

Conference Location:
A poster display on pest management will be available to commercial groups and university scientists wanting to explain their products and research. This is an excellent opportunity to learn directly from the poster author in a relaxed setting. New products are often launched at this conference. Contact the organizers or www.insectslimited.com for more information.

Sponsors:
The organizers are actively seeking sponsors to help support this conference. The quality of any conference depends on the help we receive from our sponsors. If you would be interested in being a part of this event contact the organizers or go to the conference website. All sponsors will be recognized for their financial support.

Plan to attend the 10th Fumigants & Pheromones Conference and Workshop in Indianapolis, USA. Go to www.insectslimited.com for more information and call 1-317-896-9300 to register. Seating is limited, so register early.
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Dr. Michael Doyle
University of Georgia
Center for Food Safety, USA

The Changing Dynamics of the US Food Supply and Major Food Safety Implications

Dr. David Muhlner, BCE
Insects Limited, Inc., Indianapolis, IN USA

Reducing Customer Complaints in Stored Products

Dr. Darka Hamel
Croatian Centre for Agriculture
Food and Rural Affairs
Zagreb, Croatia

How to Keep Surviving Without Methyl Bromide?

Dr. Paul Fields
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
Winnipeg, Canada

Pest Management in Stored Products in Canada

Dr. Diederik Baributsa
Purdue University, Nigeria

The Bill and Melinda Gates Grant for Food Storage in Western Africa

Dr. Dave Barnak
Dow AgroSciences
Global RSGA Regulatory Leader for Fumigants, Indianapolis, IN USA

Status of ProFume® Gas Fumigant; Regulatory and Label Updates

Kim Kemp
Director of a Food Safety
Nestle Purina, St. Louis, MO USA

Protecting a Brand

**Day 2**

Dr. Bobby Corrigan
President, RC Consulting, USA

What I Have Learned from the Rodents in New York City

Keith Delport
Delport Fumigation Company
Managing Director, Harare, Zimbabwe

Post Management Experiences in Central Africa

Vassilis Sethineas
Managing Director
AgriCropCor, Thessaloniki, Greece

Heat Treatment and Controlled Atmosphere Treatments in Europe

Alain VanBryckeghem, BCE
Technical Director
Insects Limited, Inc., USA

The Dirty Dozen, Stored Product Insect Biology and Identification

Agustín Barutia
Managing Director
Estudio Ingenieros Ingenieros Barrutia, Argentina

Integrated Pest Management of Mites in Seeds

David Lusick
ICB Pharma, Krakow, Poland

Advancements in Pest Management in Central Europe

Announcement of the location of the 11th Fumigants & Pheromones Conference

Dr. Mike Scharf
O. Wayne Rollins/Orkin

Endowed Chair in Urban Entomology, Purdue
University W. Lafayette, IN USA

How we use molecular physiology to better understand pest biology and resistance, and translate this into more effective pest management.

**Day 3**

Fumigants & Pheromones Workshop
Buses will leave at 9:00am from the University Place Hotel

ULD Fogging Demonstration
Dennis Roulston, Curtis Dyna-Fog Ltd.

Sebastian Barrutia, Estudio Ingeniero Barrutia

Bar Coding Demonstration
Josh Wilhelm, Fumigation Service & Supply

Todd Wilhelm, Fumigation Service & Supply

Pheromone Demonstration
Patrick Kelley, BCE, Insects Limited

Alain VanBryckeghem, BCE, Technical Director, Insects Limited

Pete Swords, Pheromone Chemist, Insects Limited

Grain Bin Fumigation & Safety Demonstration
Pete Mueller, Fumigation Service & Supply

Ryan Nyby, Fumigation Service & Supply

Corey Kiry, Fumigation Service & Supply

ProFume® Gas Fumigant Demonstration
Marty Morgan, Dow AgroSciences LLP

Jeff Waggoner, Fumigation Service & Supply

Curt Lilloedden, Fumigation Service & Supply

New Safety Regulations & Gas Monitoring Equipment Demonstration
Jeff Moonhead, Fumigation Service & Supply

Ryan Nyby, Fumigation Service & Supply

**Conference & Workshop Location**

May 16-18, 2012 • Indianapolis